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Sustainable investing in practice

Although there is significant heterogeneity across sustainable investing strategies…

The dominant strategy seeks a green transition
o Reduce firm greenhouse gas emissions intensity
o While minimizing disruption to economic output

Simple implementation: Buy green (low-emissions) firms and divest/underweight brown 
(high emissions) firms

o Alternative strategies exist, such as engagement or targeted investments in green 
R&D,  but represent a small % of the $40 trillion invested in ESG/sustainability

Our critique is only about the dominant sustainable investing strategy in practice



Will sustainable investing achieve its green transition goal? 

The mechanism: Sustainable investors hope to make firms more green by changing their 
cost of capital 

o Direct capital toward green firms, lowering their cost of capital
o Direct capital away from brown firms, raising their cost of capital

What will happen if sustainable investing changes the cost of capital under the dominant 
strategy? Will it achieve its green transition goal?

Depends on Impact Elasticity ≡ ∆ environmental impact
∆ cost of capital

 

of brown and green firms



• Travelers Insurance                                            
S&P 500 firm in insurance

• Emissions intensity:                               
1 ton per million revenue

• Cut emissions intensity 
by ~40% (2019-21)

• Long term goals
oNet-zero by 2030

A typical green firm
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• Martin Marietta Materials                             
S&P 500 firm in building materials

• Emissions intensity:                       
1,000 tons per million revenue

• Cut emissions intensity 
by ~12% (2019-21)

• Long term goals: Modest, discusses 
that moving to clean production is 
costly up front

A typical brown firm
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Dominant strategy: Buy              and avoid 

cannot get much more green or brown with cost of capital shifts
oDecrease its cost of capital and invest more in what? 
 100% reduction in emissions same as            cutting emissions by ~0.1%

oNo reason to think         could produce building materials at a lower emissions 
intensity or that it could meaningfully conduct green R&D

          could become much more green or brown with cost of capital shifts
oCost of capital ↓: Invest in expensive green tech that pays off in the future
oCost of capital ↑: More short-termist, cut corners or double down on existing 

brown production to get cash now
 Reversing recent reduction in emissions → increase ~30 times         level



Emissions

Brown: Quintile 1, Neutral: Quintiles 2-4, Green: Quintile 5



Emissions

Brown firms have  ~1,700 times the total emissions of green firms



Emissions

Is this just due to differences in firm size?



Emissions

No, brown firms have 261 times the emissions intensity of green firms



Measuring the impact elasticity

Impact Elasticity ≡ ∆ environmental impact
∆ cost of capital

 

• Examine how firm emissions intensity responds to shocks to their cost of capital using 
data across 3000 firms over the past 20 years
o Exogenous shocks to cost of capital using variation in dividend demand
o Financial distress shocks to highly leveraged firms

• Green firm impact elasticity ≈ 0

• Brown firm impact elasticity < 0 
pollute more per unit output when cost of capital ↑

Detailed estimates available: https://sites.google.com/site/kellyshue/



Why do brown and green firms have different impact elasticities? 

Brown firms can choose between two types of projects
1. Continue brown production, cut corners on abatement (cash now)
2. New green production (higher up-front cost, backloaded cash flows)

↑ cost of capital = ↑ discount rate: Short term cash flows look more attractive, favoring 
Option 1 → negative impact elasticity 

Contradiction: Sustainable investors want brown firms to care more about the future, 
but raising their discount rates makes brown firms care less about the future 

Green firms operate in a line of business (e.g. insurance) where they cannot generate large 
environmental externalities regardless of which investments are chosen



Additional incentive effects?

Indirect incentive effects? What if brown firms choose to become more green to 
access a lower cost of capital or higher share price from sustainable investors in the 
future?

oPromising in theory! 

oUsing data on the aggregated holdings of sustainable investing funds, we 
show that sustainable investors have offered very weak financial incentives

 They reward already green firms for large %, but environmentally 
meaningless reductions in emissions





Focus on % reductions is a 
proportional thinking error 
(Kahneman 1981, 
Shue and Townsend 2021)



Exclusion criteria is at the company level



Shrinking brown firms and a green transition
The dominant strategy causes brown firms to increase emissions per unit output

o But a large increase in financing costs will kill firms and reduce absolute emissions

Problem: Hard to substitute from agriculture, energy, transportation, and building 
materials (brown) to insurance, health care and financial services (green)

Example goal: Decrease emissions intensity and still feed people
 Invest in relatively green or transitioning (in levels, not %) agriculture firms
 Relatively green agriculture is still brown compared to insurance firms
 Should not underweight agriculture as a whole

o Reality: Sustainable investors underweight entire agriculture industry ~80%
o Some funds “sector-adjust” but agriculture and drugstores are in the same sector



Green fund allocations by SIC2 industry



Using only the greenest 20% of firms within each SIC2



Conclusion
Dominant sustainable investing strategy may be counterproductive
• Brown firms becomes more brown, green firms cannot become more green 

• Sustainable investors mistakenly reward green firms for large % reductions in emissions
•    

Not a critique of all sustainable investing strategies
• Dominant strategy seems motivated by naïve desire to reward good and punish bad firms
• Investor flows and engagement should target brown firms

• Portfolios should overweight (or not underweight) brown industries, and reward the relatively 
green or transitioning firms within brown industries

What about investors who just want to hedge carbon transition risk?
• Demand higher returns for risky brown firms → Brown becomes more brown
• Mitigating ESG risk in your portfolio will not encourage firms to transition to green



Has sustainable investing changed the cost of capital?

oNo, offsetting flows: Teoh et al. (1999), Berk and van Binsbergen (2021)

oYes, by 1-3%+ : Chava (2014), van der Beck (2021), Kacperczyk and Pedro 
(2022), Pastor et al. (2022), Green and Vallee (2022), Gormsen et al. (2023)

Regardless, with $40 trillion invested and growing, important to know 
what would happen if sustainable investing succeeds in changing the cost 
of capital

Suppose you could push a button to change brown firms’ cost of capital: Do 
you want the cost of capital to go up?
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